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Purpose: We investigated the relationship between RBE-weighted dose (DRBE) calculated with constant
(cRBE) and variable RBE (vRBE), dose-averaged linear energy transfer (LETd) and the risk of radiographic
changes in skull base patients treated with protons.
Methods: Clinical treatment plans of 45 patients were recalculated with Monte Carlo tool FRED.
Radiographic changes (i.e. edema and/or necrosis) were identified by MRI. Dosimetric parameters for
cRBE and vRBE were computed. Biological margin extension and voxel-based analysis were employed
looking for association of DRBE(vRBE) and LETd with brain edema and/or necrosis.
Results: When using vRBE, Dmax in the brain was above the highest dose limits for 38% of patients, while
such limit was never exceeded assuming cRBE. Similar values of Dmax were observed in necrotic regions,
brain and temporal lobes. Most of the brain necrosis was in proximity to the PTV. The voxel-based anal-
ysis did not show evidence of an association with high LETd values.
Conclusions: When looking at standard dosimetric parameters, the higher dose associated with vRBE
seems to be responsible for an enhanced risk of radiographic changes. However, as revealed by a
voxel-based analysis, the large inter-patient variability hinders the identification of a clear effect for high
LETd.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Radiotherapy and Oncology 163 (2021) 143–149 This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Skull base cancers are a challenging localization for radiother-
apy because irradiated tumors are often in proximity of healthy
organs, which might be exposed to high doses. The normal tissue
long term response to radiation remains a key challenge in radia-
tion therapy with existing and emerging modalities [1]. Nowadays,
the dose delivered to the critical organs might be reduced by
replacing the conventional photon radiation with accelerated ions,
e.g. protons [2], and by replacing for the latter passive scattering
with pencil beam scanning (PBS) delivery techniques [3].

Protons, as they penetrate the medium, slow down and give ori-
gin to the so-called Bragg peak, with the ionisation density increas-
ing at the end of their path and quantified by the linear energy
transfer (LET) [4]. This is responsible for enhanced biological dam-
age [5] and increased relative biological effectiveness (RBE, i.e. the
ratio of photon to proton dose that are needed to obtain the same
biological effect), particularly near the Bragg peak region. This RBE,
which experimental evidence indicates to be higher than the clin-
ically applied RBE = 1.1 [6–8], may be an advantage in tumor treat-
ment, but at the same time a challenge for surrounding healthy
tissues. This is due to the range uncertainty in proton therapy (both
from physical [9] and biological [10] sources) and the variability of
experimental RBE values [6,11].

Recently, discussion emerged concerning the possible enhanced
risk of brain necrosis [12] when high doses are associated with
high LET but results so far were not conclusive [13–15]. Brain
injury might be diagnosed by observing symptoms like weakness,
dizziness, headache or can be asymptomatic [16]. Changes in the
brain structure may occur after radiation therapy at different times
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and with different grades, and are typically diagnosed as a contrast
enhancement in the brain lesion using magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) [14]. Changes in brain structure can also be caused by
many other factors that are not related to radiotherapy such as:
age, former surgeries, genetic vulnerability, vascular conditions
and other accompanying diseases [17]. Still, for radiotherapy
patients the high dose delivered to organs at risk (OARs) is consid-
ered as a key factor initiating the development of necrosis [18].

In this study we investigated the association of dose-averaged
LET (LETd) and variable RBE (vRBE) with radiographic brain
changes (edema and/or necrosis). Based on a cohort of 45 patients
with skull base tumors treated with protons, an extensive analysis
was performed, involving both standard dosimetric parameters
and more advanced voxel-based methods.

Methods

Patients database description

Data were collected from the institutional anonymised clinical
database of 45 patients with skull base tumours from 95 patients
in total (see Table S1 in Supplementary material). Computed
tomography (CT) images (Siemens Somatom Definition AS) were
acquired for each patient and structure contouring was performed.
Patients involved in the study underwent intensity-modulated
proton therapy (IMPT) between November 2016 and September
2018 at Cyclotron Centre Bronowice in Krakow (Poland). 28
patients had diagnosed chordoma (CH) and 17 patients had chon-
drosarcoma (CHS). We excluded patients who underwent replan-
ning, pediatric cases and treatment plans optimized with a single
field uniform dose (SFUD) method. All patients signed informed
consent, allowing the use of treatment data for research purposes
and statistical analysis.
Treatment planning and patients follow up

The patients were treated with prescription doses in the range
70.0–74.0 Gy(RBE) (see recommendation in Stacchiotti et al. [19]
and NCCN Guidelines [20]) with 2.0 Gy(RBE) per fraction planned
with RBE = 1.1. The details on the dose prescription are provided
in Table 1. The dose was prescribed to the technical planning target
volume (PTV) (constructed manually for every field), which is an
extended PTV structure, including 3.5% calibration curve uncer-
tainty plus 1 mm on distal border calculated for clinical target vol-
ume (CTV). For the calculated plan, robust evaluation for CTV and
OARs was performed (but not included in this analysis). The treat-
ment schedule was carried out in 1 or 2–3 stages, with a change in
irradiated volume. Treatment planning was performed with the
treatment planning system (TPS) Eclipse 13.6. The plans consisted
of 2–6 irradiation fields (the median was 4 fields). All the plans
Table 1
Patient information with diagnosed CEBL. Abbreviations: CH - chorodma, CHS - chondrosa
right temporal lobe, BS - brain stem, LH - left hippocampus, RH - right hippocampus, B -

Patient
no

Diag-
nosis

Charac-
teristic

Total dose (per stage)
[Gy(RBE)]

PTV volume
[cm3]

Necros
locatio

57 CHS primary 70 (54 + 16) 165.5, 138.9 B
63 CH recurrence 74 99.8 LTL, LH
81 CHS primary 70 (54 + 16) 105.4, 67.6 RTL
82 CH primary 70 64.3 LTL
89 CHS primary 70 (54 + 16) 85.7, 65.3 LTL, LH
90 CH primary 74 95.7 RTL, LT
91 CHS recurrence 74 (54 + 20) 87.3, 30.7 LTL, LH
92 CHS recurrence 70 (54 + 16) 147.3, 66.9 LTL, LH
95 CHS primary 74 (54 + 16 + 4) 123.0, 83.8,

29.3
RTL, RH
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were optimized using Proton Convolution Superposition v13.6.23
algorithm and dose constraints proposed by EPTN [21].

The first post-treatment control MRI scans were taken about
3 months after the end of the therapy, and were repeated at least
once every 6 months, in case the patient did not show any symp-
tom of brain injury. MRI was performed using a 1.5 T Avanto sys-
tem (Siemens, Germany) examining the area of interest using a
dedicated head and neck coil. T1 weighted images with and with-
out fat saturation were acquired in coronal, sagittal and transverse
planes and T2 weighted images in transversal plane were obtained
before the intravenous contrast injection (0.1 mmol/kg body
weight of Gadovist (gadobutrol) followed by the saline bolus).
After contrast administration T1 sequences were repeated with
the same parameters as before. The slice thickness in these
sequences varied from 2.5 to 5 mm depending on the sequence
and plane orientation.

Brain radiographic changes were defined as contrast-enhancing
brain lesions (CEBL), which were delineated by a medical doctor
using the first MRI images where changes have been detected.
Based on MRI, such patients were then diagnosed with symp-
tomatic or non-symptomatic brain changes, which according to
Late Effects Normal Tissue Task Force subjective, objective, man-
agement and analytic (LENT-SOMA) were divided into edema
(necrosis grade 1, mostly visible on T2/FLAIR acquisitions
[22,23]) or/and necrosis grade from 2 to 3 structure (identified
on T1 acquisitions with contrast). Table 1 summarizes the charac-
teristics of patients showing CEBL.
Deposited DRBE and dose constraints for brain necrosis

Dose recalculation was performed with a 1.5 � 1.5 � 1.5 mm3

voxel grid, using the Monte Carlo tool FRED (Fast paRticle thErapy
Dose evaluator) [24], which outputs three dimensional (3D) maps
of deposited physical dose, DRBE and LETd. The CT calibration curve
for FRED simulations was obtained from stoichiometric calibration
(as presented in Schneider et al. [25]) and the values from the cal-
ibration curve, i.e. the relative stopping power and the Hounsfield
Units (HU) were related to the elemental composition of the mate-
rials. Fig. 1 shows MRI, DRBE and LETd-volume histogram for exam-
plonary patients. When the plan included more than one stage, an
average LETd was computed, by calculating for each voxel an aver-
age LET value weighted by the dose delivered in each stage. For
each patient, we analysed deposited DRBE calculated with cRBE
(RBE = 1.1) and vRBE parametric model by McNamara [19], assum-
ing a/b = 4 Gy in PTV (based on [26,27]) and a/b = 2 Gy for brain,
left and right temporal lobe (LTL and RTL, respectively). The choice
of a/b ratio was based on the tumor type and data presented in van
Leeuwen et al. [27].
rcoma, R-recurrence, P - primary, Dp - prescribed dose, LTL - left temporal lobe, RTL -
brain.

is/ edema
n

Grade of
necrosis

Symp-
toms

Necrosis
dynamic

Necrosis/edema
volume [cm3]

1 no stable none/0.22
, BS 2 yes regress 5.96/48.29

1 no stable 1.37/7.46
1 no progress 0.25/1.25
1 no progress 4.22/29.61

L, RH 1 no progress 0.3/2.89
2 yes progress 0.09/none
3 yes progress 0.36/6.55
2 yes progress none/35.1



Fig. 1. MRI, dose distribution and LETd-volume histogram with delineated PTV (red), temporal lobes (yellow), necrosis (orange) and edema (magenta) for Patient 63 (top row)
and Patient 81 (bottom row). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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The Dmax from the brain and necrosis/edema regions was
extracted and compared with dose constraints proposed by Marks
et al. [18], which include recommendations for analysing the risk
of symptomatic necrosis. The dose to the RTL and LTL were com-
pared with dose constraints from Pehlivan et al. [28]. As a repre-
sentative parameter for the dose delivered to the temporal lobes
we have chosen D02 (the dose delivered to 2% of the structure vol-
ume), which typically refers to a volume of around 2 cubic cen-
timeters (D2cc), as suggested in Pehlivan et al. [28] and in Feng
et al. [29].
Biological margin extension and brain necrosis

We defined biological margin extension as the difference
between two radiuses:

Rext ¼ RvRBE � RcRBE;

where: RvRBE - radius of sphere of V95 volume (i.e. volume covered
with at least 95% of prescribed dose (Dp)) computed with vRBE,
RcRBE - radius of sphere of V95 volume computed with constant
RBE. Further details on this method are out of the scope of this
study. For our patient cohort, dedicated analysis with vRBE indi-
cated a mean biological margin extension of 0.45 ± 0.11 cm. We
therefore prepared an extended PTV volume that was defined as
an isotropic extension of PTV by a 5 mmmargin (which corresponds
to 4.5 mmmargin extension rounded to the 1 mm accuracy allowed
by the TPS) in order to identify the volume associated with high
DRBE when the vRBE model is adopted. For each patient with diag-
nosed CEBL we then searched for overlap between contoured brain
changes and PTV or PTV + 5 mm volumes, which we expected to
indicate an association between biological margin extension and
CEBL.
Voxel-based analysis

In order to investigate the association between LETd and the risk
of necrosis/edema, a voxel-based analysis was performed, in line
with what was recently proposed by Niemierko et al. [13]. Specif-
ically, for each patient the necrotic voxels were identified, and a
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dose-matched sample was obtained by sampling at random with-
out replacement from the population of non-necrotic voxels (dose-
matching voxels were extracted by assuming a �0.1 Gy physical
dose threshold for the selection window). The comparison between
necrotic and non-necrotic voxels was then performed by looking at
the distribution of LETd and of Dose(1 + 0.05LETd), the latter being a
surrogate for the LETd-dependent biological dose [30]. The same
procedure was applied for the analysis of edema regions.
Statistical analysis

For the comparison of dose in RTL and LTL we usedWilson score
method [31] to assign a confidence interval to the probability of
observing necrosis and/or edema when the dose limit of 77.7 Gy
(RBE) (corresponding to 105% of the Dp of 74 Gy(RBE) for chordo-
mas) [28] is exceeded.

The I-squared (I2) statistics is adopted as heterogeneity metrics
for the analysis of necrosis and edema patients. Box-plots are
employed to summarize the voxel distributions resulting from
the matched-paired analysis.

Results

The D02 parameter was calculated for LTL (left column) and RTL
(right column) together with Dmax for necrosis and/or edema, when
present (Figs. 2 and S11 in Supplementary materials). The Dmax

observed in necrosis/edema shows values close to the D02 param-
eter in LTL and RTL. The dose calculated with vRBE, in contrast to
the dose calculated with cRBE, exceeded dose limits for more than
half of the patients. We observed that necrosis appeared when
doses computed with vRBE were higher than 77.7 Gy(RBE) both,
for LTL and RTL. The probability of radiographic changes in LTL,
when exceeding dose limit, was 0.15 [95%CI: 0.07,0.29], while for
RTL it was 0.22 [95%CI: 0.12,0.38].

Fig. S10 in Supplementary shows Dmax values in the brain and
necrosis and/or edema structure from dose distributions calculated
with cRBE and vRBE. We highlighted dose limits equal to 60, 72
and 90 Gy(RBE) corresponding to 3%, 5% and 10% risk of necrosis
[18], respectively. With vRBE, Dmax deposited in the brain was



Fig. 2. D02 for left temporal lobe calculated with constant and variable RBE and Dmax in necrosis/edema calculated with vRBE. Solid magenta line indicates the dose
constraint at 77.7 Gy(RBE).
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above the highest dose limits for 38% of patients, while such limit
was never exceeded assuming cRBE. When necrosis or edema are
identified, the values of Dmax in such regions were similar to those
in the brain tissue.

Concerning the biological margin extension analysis, the vol-
ume of necrosis and edema, which intersects with the PTV and
PTV + 5 mm were compared (Fig. 3). Results show that the fraction
of the necrosis volume which lies inside the PTV + 5 mm was on
average 23% larger compared to the fraction of the necrosis volume
associated with the primary PTV. Similarly, the fraction of edema
volume increased on average by 13% for the expanded PTV com-
pared to the primary one. Furthermore, we noticed that, for 4 of
the 7 patients showing necrosis, 100% of the necrosis volume
was covered by the extended PTV. For the rest of the patients the
extended PTV covered at least 55% of the necrotic region.

The results of the voxel-based analysis are summarized in Figs. 4
and 5 for necrosis and edema, respectively. Firstly, Fig. 4 indicates a
large variability in the size of the necrosis (0.09–48.29 cm3). When
looking at the average LETd in necrotic and non-necrotic regions,
the average tendency was observed of a slightly enhanced LETd
for the first (3.0 keV/lm vs 2.8 keV/lm). However, for one patient
a higher LETd was associated with the non-necrotic voxels, and for
two of them the average LETd was virtually identical. Despite aver-
age values, remarkable differences in LETd distributions were
observed among necrotic and non-necrotic regions, as suggested
by the box plots. When looking at the single patients, the fluctua-
tions described above were observed, which finally resulted in an
average difference of 0.22 keV/lm. This indicates a weak increase
Fig. 3. Relative volumes of necrosis and edema ov
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in average LETd for the necrotic voxels. When looking at the edema
data in Fig. 5, an even lower difference was observed compared to
necrosis. The I2 statistics indicated substantial (I2 = 57% for necrosis
analysis) to strong (I2 = 89% for edema analysis) heterogeneity
among patients. The analysis performed for Dose(1 + 0.05LETd)
basically mirrors the behaviour observed for LETd. The results are
reported in Supplementary materials.

Discussion

In the present paper we analyzed DRBE computed with cRBE and
vRBE as well as LETd distributions for skull base patients. The risk
of edema and/or necrosis was investigated for individual patients
receiving IMPT.

From the analysis of DRBE deposited in the brain and computed
with vRBE we found that almost all patients had at least 5% risk of
developing necrosis according to the risk level established in Marks
et al. [18]. The Dmax values (Fig. S10) in necrosis/edema had similar
values to the Dmax in the whole brain structure, which can indicate
that necrosis appeared in the location of the highest dose com-
puted with vRBE and was associated with regions of the highest
dose.

We compared our findings in terms of the deposited dose in
structures where necroses begin to appear, with dose limits for
the temporal lobe using DVH parameter D02 of 77.7 Gy(RBE).
Our study shows that necrosis or edema appeared in patients with
D02 < 80 Gy(RBE) in temporal lobes, computed with vRBE, which is
similar to the results from Pehlivan et al. [28].
erlapped with PTV and extended PTV regions.



Fig. 4. Summary of LET analysis for dose-matched voxels. The left table shows average LET for necrotic and dose-matching non-necrotic regions for each patient, together
with their difference; the last table line summarizes the statistics over all tested patients. The right plot shows for each patient the corresponding boxplots of LET for necrotic
(grey) and not necrotic (orange) regions. Outliers are identified as individual data points outside the boxplots. The I2 = 57% is reported as a measure of data heterogeneity. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 4, but the edema regions are analyzed here. The I2 = 89.2% is reported as a measure of data heterogeneity.
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Overall, the voxel-based analysis indicates a minor influence of
LETd on the risk of developing edema/necrosis. For most of the
patients, the matched-pair comparison revealed the tendency of
similar average LETd values in normal brain voxels compared to
edema/necrotic ones (Figs. 4 and 5). In some cases, a higher aver-
age LETd was associated with normal tissues compared to necrotic
ones. This is similar to what was observed by Niemierko [13], and
indicates a large inter-patient variability that might hide correla-
tion. Moreover, despite the average similarity in average values,
we observed remarkable differences in LETd distributions for nor-
mal tissues compared to the necrosis. This also emerges when
looking at the box-plots in Figs. 4 and 5, indicating that a narrow
LETd distribution was usually associated with necrotic voxels,
while much broader ones were observed for normal tissues (see
Supplementary Figs. 14–15). Consequently, the highest LETd values
were usually observed in normal tissue, which at the same time
also included voxels with low LETd. This might indicate that
single-voxel LETd was not sufficient for prediction of necrosis and
that further aspects, as for instance the spatial distribution of LETd
in brain structures, might have played a role. Further study, based
on a larger patient cohort is needed to further investigate this
hypothesis.
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The uncertainties in proton beam range might cause the deliv-
ery of higher dose in the regions outside the PTV. Beside the well-
known physical uncertainty sources, such as physical modeling, CT
calibration, patient movements, the vRBE contributes as an addi-
tional biological source, which includes the uncertainty of a/b ratio
as discussed in Underwood et al. [32] and Paganetti [6]. Our anal-
ysis indicates that in all patients showing necrosis of grade 2 and 3,
the lesion was at least partially localized in the PTV + 5 mm. At the
same time, a recent study on IMPT optimization techniques
showed a similar dose increase resulting from physical uncertain-
ties compared to that related to vRBE [33]. We conclude that, while
physical uncertainties must be also taken into account, the analysis
of extended proton beam range might potentially predict regions
that are more likely to develop necrosis of higher grade, but not
necessarily edema.

Recently, several publications were dedicated to the analysis of
brain injury risk in patients treated with protons, presenting con-
flicting evidence on the predictive power of DRBE, LETd or LETt for
such endpoints [13–15,28,29]. Firstly, it is worth mentioning the
previous work by Peeler et al. [34] who were the first to report
an increased probability of MR-based brain tissue changes for pedi-
atric patients associated with DRBE and high LETt, and the more
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recent investigation by Niyazi et al. [35], who proposed instead the
equivalent uniform dose as a predictor for brain necrosis risk, with
a different parameterization for intracranial and extracranial
tumors. The results from Niemierko et al. [13] do not provide evi-
dence of correlation between high LETd and necrosis regions,
which is in-line with our results. The authors suggest that the
influence of interpatient variability (e.g. radiosensitivity, size of
necrosis, timing of MRI scans) might be too strong to allow the
identification of LETd related effects. Eulitz et al. [15] were able
to develop a multivariable logistic regression model that, based
on DRBE and LETt, can predict late (>6 months) brain image changes.
Similarly, Bahn et al. [14] by looking at CEBL in glioma patients
showed an increased RBE for high LET regions. The two latter stud-
ies also used a contoured ventricular or periventricular region as an
additional covariate element, which seems to increase the predic-
tive power. The patient cohort in the studies was larger compared
to our investigation, while prescription doses were on average
lower. The limited number of necrosis observed in our study,
together with patient heterogeneity, hindered the development
of an additional predictive model, which was not investigated.

PBS proton therapy greatly reduces dose to healthy organs com-
pared to conventional radiotherapy [36]. Most of the previous
studies on necrosis occurrence as a side effect of proton therapy
were performed using beam delivery systems equipped with pas-
sive scattering [37]. PBS is expected to reduce dose before the
PTV region compared to passive delivery systems. This further
reduces, but not eliminates, the risk of normal tissue side effects
[38].

Performing systematic study on brain tissue necrosis is chal-
lenging. Apart from uncertainties discussed above, other clinical
covariates might also contribute to the bias as for instance patient
comorbidities and lifestyle [39]. In this context, the setup of inter-
institutional studies and standardization of methods of analysis,
including the consistency in LET calculation, might be essential
to identify a relationship between brain injury and DRBE/LETd
effects [40]. Considering the high clinical relevance of such end-
points, in our opinion the topic deserves further investigation
and the efforts appear to be justified.
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